
 "Your Fountains Will Be Dispersed Abroad" 
By Ariel K. 

My vision is to teach all those hungry to know the life of Torah, in the way 
that it written in Pro 5:16: "Your fountains will be dispersed abroad…" 

(Pro 5:16) - through dissemination of the learning by the students.  
In this vision, I was given a "Sign" to show the "vitality" of God in the 
scriptures. That is to say, just like when a tzaddik (righteous individual) 
records his learning, he invests his mental vitality (the vitality of his brain) 
in his writings; likewise, God "invested His vitality" in the Torah He wrote.  
In Hebrew, Sign, Signal, Symbol, and Miracle are homonyms, all one 
word: אות (pronounced "ot"). "Ot" also means Letter. Each definition 
and meaning, both separately and together, are lit by the particular 
light of each one of the letters. For each letter of the Hebrew Aleph-
Bet, the Holy language has a heavenly light.  

So, in this vision, I was given a Sign (ot), to reveal the vitality and 
godliness found in the letters (Scriptures). For, a Letter (ot) has a Sign 
(ot) of God's will. A Letter has a Sign of vitality, a live Signal (ot) of the 
act of God in it. Moreover, a Letter is a Miracle (ot) and a Sign for the 
future ( באות  בא אות  = = literally; a sign comes = baOT).  

The word "Letter" (אות= ot), is composed of three letters: Alef (א), Vav (ו) 
and Tav (ת). אות is an acronym of "the Alef And (= ו) the Tav." The letter 
"Alef" (א) represents the heavens, and the letter "Tav" (ת) represents the 
earth. The letter "Vav" (ו) represents the connection between Alef and Tav, 
between two opposites. In other words, a letter connects heaven & earth.  
"The LORD looks at the heart" - He sees the inner life and spirit within 
each letter, not just the letter itself, which acts as a garment for the life 
within. I am talking about Chasidut (Hasidism, ChaSiDut, CheSeD = Grace).  

Chasidut is the water of life; 
the Neshama (inner-soul) and light of Torah; 

the hidden light reviving the letters 
that build the words and sentences in the Torah. 



My vision is to spread the light of Torah, the life of the Torah, the 
Chassidic Torah, which is the Torah of the Messiah.  

And this Torah can only be taught through the light of the holy language, 
for the translations of the Bible are tinted by the translator's mind. 
So, those who read the Bible in foreign languages are reading the translator’s 
mind, or interpretation of what he thinks the text is saying, and not the mind 
of God. Their observation of the Scripture is only one-dimensional (or less). 
Therefore, the translation lacks the ability to bring the readers into and 
between the beams of the Bible in the way that the Word of God will 
completely surround them like a building. A building appears differently when 
seen from inside verses when seen only from outside.  
God created length, width and depth so that we can look at His word 
from the bottom of our hearts and the depths of our souls. He created 
the dimensions - for what He taught us in His graciousness: "Do not 
look at his appearance or at his physical stature... For man looks at 
the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart." 1Sa 16:7 – 
This is our life and the length of our days.  
The above guidelines are applicable not only to identify people - but to 
identify every single thing in creation. Therefore, it is not sufficient to 
have a simple surface view of things (or God's words), we need to observe 
the insides of things (God's words)!  
The observation will emerge from the depths of the heart and soul of 
the observer, and will bring him to the depth of the heart and soul of 
the Word of God—and then we will truly know God and His Messiah.  
This knowledge does not stem from a one-dimensional and superficial 
view, but from multilayered observation using the four-dimensions: 
length, width and depth—and the fourth dimension, faith. This faith 
extends beyond length, width and depth, and cultivates us in faith from 
an infantile level to mature level.  
We must revive our view of God and the Messiah: while being involved! 
Not as spectators. Being connected! Not disconnected. Belonging! Not 
as strangers. New! Not as old. We must revive our view of God and the 
Messiah – making it new – free from prejudices.  



Knowing God and His Messiah is not just "knowledge," but knowing HIM 
intimately, in terms of "And Adam knew Eve his wife..." (Gen 4:1). It is 
sticking adhesively to God and His Messiah such as "…a man leaves his 
father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife..." (Gen 2:24), as "But 
you who cleaved to the LORD your God...," "…to love the LORD your 
God, to walk in all His ways, and to cleave unto him" (Deut 4:4, 11:22).  

Therefore,  
Each time a person sticks (cleaves) to God 

he knows God; 
But if he stops sticking (cleaving) to God, 

he stops knowing God. 

Similar to a musician and his musical instrument:  

When the musician interacts with (cleaves to) his 
instrument, then the melody will be heard,  

but when he does not interact with (cleave to) his 
instrument, the melody will not be heard. 

Because essentially,  
We are the "musical instruments"  

of the LORD GOD! 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The objective of Torah Ohr is to develop our spiritual growth in 
a regulated manner, so we can understand where we are headed. This 
can be accomplished by interaction and collaboration during our 
teaching sessions and courses to achieve physical and measureable 
targets, since God judges us on the basis of deeds, not emotions or 
slogans of salvation. Torah Ohr seeks concrete results: achieving 
success by producing fruit (spiritual and measurable) for God.  
Torah Ohr focuses its spiritual activity in learning the Bible in the light 
of Chassidut; namely on the foundation of chesed (grace) encoded in 
the Torah. To achieve this, Torah Ohr uses two main channels:  

  The code found in Lashon HaKodesh (the holy language, Hebrew) and 
the Divine messages derived from it. 
  The "language of Chassidut" which expounds for us the "language 
of Moshiach," as it was revealed to us by the grace of God through 
Rabbi Israel Baal Shem Tov and Rabbi Nachman of Breslev. This 
vocabulary enables us to more accurately and with greater holiness 
understand the Moshiach, and how he introduces himself, his 
actions, teachings, and parables. 

  

This type of learning can truly connect us (factually! not just in 
feelings) to the Hebrew roots of the People of Israel, and makes us 
one (factually! not just in feelings) with the entire nation of Israel.  

Torah Ohr prays for the peace of the 12 tribes of 
Israel, for the unity of Israel people, and seeks to 

build a bridge of truth between Israel and the nations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


